WELTERWEIGHT™

impactable design
retractable plungers
panel-mounted weatherseal
heavy-duty track

WELTERWEIGHT™

Damaged dock doors are a common problem for busy
loading docks and drain valuable resources that affect
your bottom line. The TKO WelterWeight® Dock Door
is designed to prevent damage to the door panels and
track when impacted.

Ideal For Facilities with:
-- Moderate panel damage
-- Moderate to severe track damage
-- Greater budget sensitivity

Design Benefits
1. Full height 12 gauge galvanized steel track standard
2. Optional Impact-A-Track™ provides total protection against the most abusive impacts from
top to bottom. 3’, 6’ or full height available. 5-YEAR IMPACT WARRANTY
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3. 2” thick insulated, foam core panel with damage resistant polymer interior facing. 1-YEAR
PERFORMANCE WARRANTY

Panel-Mounted
Weatherseal
OPTIONS



4. Heavy-duty, retractable plungers allow door to release from the opening upon impact
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5. Tight perimeter weatherseal incorporates a brush seal and loop seal to eliminate air
infiltration and light gaps.  Seal is attached to the door panel versus the door jamb, keeping
it out of harm’s way and providing a consistent seal
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6. Heavy-duty zinc-plated steel hinges
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7. One lock for security

Super Bottom Panel
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8. Rugged door lifting handles (two per door)
9. Flexible bottom seal for airtight fit to the floor

Options & Accessories
Super Bottom Panel adds strength and durability where most impacts occur.  2-YEAR
PERFORMANCE WARRANTY

Double Knockout
Header
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Clear Vision Panel
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Double Knockout Header track allows the door to knock out in both directions at the top of
the door opening (vertical lift track only)
Clear Vision Panel is a 24” high panel that runs the full width of the door to provide energysaving sunlight inside and full visibility outside the facility.
Single Pane, Double Pane or Vented Rectangular Windows
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Anti-drift down lock prevents door from drifting down when springs are not adjusted
properly (vertical lift track only)
Power operation or manual chain hoist
3” Bottom brush seal in addition to loop seal
Single Pane
Vented Window
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E-lift Adjustable CounterWeight System in lieu of springs

Experience TKO’s positive impact for yourself
VIP Program: TKO invites you to visit our modern showroom in
Dallas, Texas, to view our full line of doors and other loading dock
equipment. Our Visit-in-Person (VIP) program offers a unique
opportunity to gain hands-on experience with our products, tour
the manufacturing floor and interact with industry experts in a
comfortable environment.

Can’t make the trip to Dallas?  We’ll bring the proof to you
TKO Demo Trucks: Our TKO Door Specialists
will visit your facility in person to show you how
TKO doors can make a difference at your facility.
From our complimentary Energy Efficiency
Analysis to our custom TKO demo trucks, you’ll
see just how TKO doors can stand up to whatever
comes their way.

Mobile Showroom: Our 53-foot completely enclosed and temperature-controlled
trailer features over 20 full-sized, fully functional dock equipment demo units,
including TKO Doors. Our Mobile Showroom
travels across the country all year, and will visit
your facility whenever it’s in the area.
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A continuing research program is in effect at TKO Dock
Doors. We reserve the right to incorporate product
improvement at any time without prior notice.
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